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Abstract
In Smit et.al.  (2011,  2014) we argued, contra Searle,  that  institutional  facts can beunderstood in terms of non-institutional facts about actions and incentives. Butchardand D'Amico (2015) claim that we have misinterpreted Searle, that our main argumentagainst him (‘the circularity objection’) has no merit and that our positive view cannotaccount for institutional facts created via joint action. We deny all three charges.

In Smit et. al. (2011, 2014) we argued against the Searlean view of institutional facts andin favour of what we call the 'incentivized action' view. On this view all institutional factsshould be understood in terms of the incentivization of action. We also claimed,  contraSearle,  that  such  actions  can  be  characterised  in  terms  that  are  not  irreduciblyinstitutional.  In  their  'Alone  Together:  Why “Incentivization”  Fails  as  an  Account  ofInstitutional Facts' (2015), Butchard and D'Amico take issue with our views. They claimthat we have misunderstood Searle's claim that institutional reality constitutes a 'huge,invisible ontology' and deny that Searle's claim that institutional terminology cannot becharacterized in non-institutional terms raises the problem of definitional circularity. Theyalso claim that  our view cannot  account for  joint  action.  We are,  for  the most  part,unmoved.
1. Searle's 'huge, invisible ontology'
Searle has repeatedly characterized institutional facts as constituting an 'invisible ontology'(1995: 3-4; 2005: 1). Butchard and D'Amico charge with us with having misconstrued thisclaim as indicating that Searle's adopts a non-naturalistic ontology (317). They interpret



2Searle as saying that it is not the case that a screwdriver  qua social object is a distinctthing from a screwdriver  qua physical object. Searle thinks that there is just one object,the screwdriver, that possesses both the property of being a molecular structure and theproperty of being an artefact (317).
The charge as stated is inaccurate, though a modified formulation has some merit. We didnot attribute to Searle the claim that when dealing with traffic lights, money and borders,in each case we somehow have two ontologically distinct objects. We interpret Searle assaying that, in such cases, there is only ever one thing,  though individuated by distinctproperties. We are surprised that the authors accuse us of such a misinterpretation as wehave been very explicit on this issue. Butchard and D'Amico quote pages 3 - 4 from our2011 paper in support of their claim; two pages later we dedicate a numbered section toexactly this issue. We say: 

[Searle claims that] talk about social objects is just talk about social facts, and thedescriptions  describing  these  facts  ultimately  function  only  as  a  different  way  ofpotentially picking out the same natural object. In this regard, we fully agree withSearle. (2011: 6).
We explicitly state that we agree with Searle that, in the case of something like a trafficlight, we are not dealing with two distinct objects.  Rather we have a single object which isan institutional object in virtue of some non-intrinsic property of it (2011: 6 - 7). Weinterpret Searle as saying that this property is a matter of being the object of a collectiveattitude  that  can  only  be  expressed  using  irreducibly  institutional  concepts.  Ouralternative theory is that this property is a matter of being an object that people havebeen incentivized to act towards in some relevant way (2011: 6 – 7)1.
While we did not commit the error of interpreting Searle as saying that a traffic light issomehow two things, we are guilty of a more subtle error. Searle frequently says that, inthe case of  institutional reality,  'the fact can only exist  as  far as it  is  represented asexisting' (2005, 13), i.e. we make something the case by representing it as being the case.
1 Such concepts reflect a complex profile of incentivized actions associated with an object, place, or person. Asimilar idea is developed and defended in Guala (2014) and Guala and Hindriks (2014).



3This claim can be interpreted in two ways. Consider money; on the first interpretation'being money' is fully reducible to, i.e. identical with, 'being collectively represented asbeing  money'.  Call  this  the  deflationary  reading.  On  the  second  interpretation  'beingcollectively represented as being money' may be necessary and, given suitable backgroundconditions, sufficient for 'being money', yet not reducible to it or identical with it. Call thisthe strong reading. On such a reading Searle is committed to the existence of irreduciblyinstitutional  facts,  whereas on the deflationary reading he is  committed to merely theexistence of irreducibly institutional concepts.  Note, of course, that this distinction doesnot  concern  objects,  but  properties,  i.e.  neither  reading  claims  that  a  traffic  light  issomehow two things.
We have not always clearly distinguished the above two interpretations. In passages likethe  one  discussed  above  we  adopted  the  deflationary  reading,  but  have  frequentlyexpressed our claims in terms of 'institutional facts', not 'institutional concepts'.  Note,however,  that this does not affect our main argument against Searle,  namely that hispositions lands him in a definitional circle. This charge applies equally to both readings.Our  point  about  parsimony  is  similarly  unaffected;  whether  our  position  rids  one  ofirreducibly institutional facts or irreducibly institutional concepts matters little. There is,however, a genuine problem here: which reading is the correct interpretation of Searle?
The deflationary reading is the more naturalistic one. On this view institutional realityboils down to no more than brute objects and collective attitudes, with the proviso thatthe content of such attitudes cannot be stated using non-institutional concepts. On thestrong reading matters are far more mysterious as human beings then literally have theability to create facts merely by representing them and yet such facts are ontologicallydistinct from their representations. The deflationary reading is the interpretation of Searlewe outlined in the passages cited from our 2011 paper. One would think, based on hisgeneral commitment to naturalism, that Searle would endorse it.  We cannot, however,claim this with any great confidence.  He could also endorse the strong reading, but denythat doing so violates his naturalistic scruples. The situation is interestingly analogous tohis view on consciousness, which features a famously accommodating version of naturalismin which mental facts are irreducible to other kinds of facts, yet this is claimed to present



4no great difficulty.2
Can Searle  consistently  endorse  the deflationary reading?  It  is  not  clear  that  he  can.Searle  characterizes  his  naturalism  in  terms  of  a  commitment  to  physicalism3.  Yetsometimes  he  explains  his  view  of  institutional  reality  by saying  that  the  creation  ofinstitutional  objects  should be understood as a matter  of  creating deontic  powers,  i.e.rights, duties and obligations (2005: 13).  Such deontic powers are claimed to be 'at theheart  of  the  institutional  reality'  and are  explicitly  characterized  as  'abstract  entities'(Smith and Searle, 2003: 305). It is not clear how such abstract entities are supposed to fitinto his naturalism or how one can claim this and still endorse the deflationary reading4.
More worrying is Searle's distinction between observer-relative and observer-independentfacts. He writes:

A rough test for whether or not a phenomenon is observer independent or observerrelative is: could the phenomenon have existed if there had never been any conscioushuman beings with any intentional states? On this test, tectonic plates, gravitationalattraction, and the solar system are observer independent and money, property, andgovernment  are  observer  relative.  The  test  is  only  rough-and-ready,  because,  ofcourse,  the consciousness  and intentionality that serve to create observer  relativephenomena are themselves observer independent phenomena. For example, the factthat a certain object is money is observer relative; money is created as such by theattitudes  of  observers  and  participants  in  the  institution  of  money.  But  thoseattitudes are not themselves observer relative; they are observer independent (2005:3-4, our italics).
The above passage seems unambiguous as can be. Searle thinks that conscious, intentionalstates are observer-independent facts, yet the fact that a certain thing is money is observer
2 See Rust (2011) for a discussion of this distinctively Searlean strategy. 3 “How can we accommodate a certain conception we have of ourselves as conscious, mindful, rational, speechact performing, social, political, economic, ethical, and free-will possessing animals in a universe constructedentirely of these mindless physical phenomena?” (Searle, 2005: 5)4 Searle makes this claim when pushed on matters concerning the existential commitments of his view byBarry Smith (Smith and Searle, 2003). Also see Smith (2008) for an in-depth discussion of whether Searle'sontology is coherent.



5relative.  Or,  to  use  our  earlier  formulation,  'being  money'  is  an  observer-dependentproperty,  yet  'being  collectively  regarded  as  being  money'  is  an  observer-independentproperty. But then the deflationary reading, despite its evident attraction, is off the table;the two properties identified with one another by the deflationary reading, namely 'beingmoney' and 'being regarded as money', cannot be identical as  they are not even of thesame ontological kind. 
Based on the above it looks like Searle's wishes to adopt the strong reading. His generalnaturalism, however, suggests that he would prefer the deflationary reading. We do notknow which reading is correct, or if he is simply inconsistent. The more basic question,however, is whether either reading provides a viable theory. This issue brings us to ourcritics' second objection.
2. Definitional circularity
In Smit et. al. (2014) we explained that part of our reason for abandoning Searle's accountis that, on his view, institutional reality can only be characterised by using irreduciblyinstitutional concepts. This immediately raises a worry of definitional circularity; if I canonly explain what money is by saying that it is something collectively represented as beingmoney, then the concept money has not been usefully clarified. Searle recognized this issue(1995: 52 – 53) and stated that it is not problematic as money can be defined in terms like'buying', 'selling', 'owning', etc. We do not think that this helps and so abandon his viewaltogether.
Butchard and D'Amico object to this by saying that Searle does not think that explaining'money' in terms of 'buying', 'selling', etc. results in a definitional circle, even if this isunproblematic.  Rather  he  says  that  the  term 'money'  marks  a  node in  a  network ofpractices like buying, selling, and so on. Furthermore, there is no reason to think thatsome nodes cannot be grasped independently of others and so no issue of circularity arises(320).
We do not think that their reasoning is completely persuasive. Given that Searle states



6that explaining money in terms of buying, selling, etc. is a matter of 'expanding the circle'(1995: 52), we took him to acknowledge the existence of a circle, but denying that it isproblematic. Butchard and D'Amico admit that he refers to this as 'expanding the circle',but deny that he should be interpreted as acknowledging circularity, even of an innocentsort. Their argument is that Searle says that one can grasp one node independently ofgrasping the others (320). On this interpretive issue they may well be correct. It is at leastpossible that Searle's use of 'expanding the circle' is misleading and that he does not thinkthat there is circularity involved here, whether vicious or otherwise. Even if this is thecase, however, we stand by our charge of circularity. The crucial issue is whether it isreally possible to grasp one node independently of grasping the others. If so, then thecharge of circularity collapses as nodes that cannot be independently grasped can then beexplained in terms of nodes that can be so grasped. But we simply do not see how this issupposed to be possible.
We will first deal with this issue as it arises within the deflationary reading. On this viewsomething being money is reducible to the fact that we collectively represent it as money.What, however, is the content of this propositional attitude supposed to be, i.e. what arewe representing it  as if  we represent something as money? All  parties  agree that  the'moneyness' of some object used as money (a shell, a cigarette, a banknote) is not someordinary physical property of it.  Furthermore, on the deflationary reading, there is noextra-conceptual  reality  above  and beyond the  object,  its  properties  and  the  relevantpropositional  attitudes.  This  raises  a  basic  problem  for  Searle.  On  such  a  reading,institutional objects are no more than brute objects individuated by being the attitude of acollective attitude featuring irreducibly institutional concepts. Hence the  term 'money'cannot be fully defined in terms of its extension, i.e. what the property 'being money'applies to in reality. The irreducibly institutional part of the concept 'money' does notlatch on to anything outside itself, i.e. it has a mind-to-nothing direction of fit. Saying thatmoney is a node in a network of practices does not help. The problem repeats for any othernode (buying, selling, etc.) that we care to mention as the exact same thing is true of it.To  the  degree  that  the  terminological  web  which  is  supposed  to  explain  'money'  isirreducibly  institutional,  there  is,  on  the  deflationary  reading,  nothing  in  any  actualpractice  that  we  could grasp  in  order  to  fully  explain  the  concepts  to  which  the



7explanatory buck is passed. Hence trying to alleviate the problem with reference to someother node cannot do anything useful. We will only get stuck in a circle. Or, alternatively,in an infinite regress.
Butchard and D'Amico claim that, by our standards, our view is also circular (321). Werely on notions like incentivization and, as they say, such terms can only be understood interms of other psychological notions like desires beliefs, and so on. Does this open us to thecharge of circularity? No, definitional links only provide a prima facie problem if there isnothing outside them to explain how the terms in question have their contents. We haveno reason to think that psychological terminology has this problem, or can only be reducedto  terminology  that  has  this  problem.  While  we  have  no  firm  stance  concerning  theontological status of beliefs and desires, our view is compatible with all views that we areaware of. Unless Butchard and D'Amico can show that  all  views open to us have theconsequence that psychological notions are irreducibly psychological, yet don't latch on toanything real in the world, the issue simply does not arise. Further, note that philosophersare committed to giving an account of beliefs and desires in virtue of non-institutionalreality. So, even if their charge had merit, our reduction would still serve to show that aseemingly new problem actually reduces to an old problem. 
One way out of the problem concerning the 'mind-to-nothing' direction of fit would be toclaim that the conceptual links between nodes is itself fully constitutive of the content ofsuch terms. But then such terms are purely formal devices, i.e. symbols and strings thatserve to transform other symbols and strings. We do not know of any theory that claimsthat the irreducibly institutional nature of institutional reality can be captured in thismanner, or see how an argument for such a view could be developed. 
At  the  very  least,  the  Searlean  theorist  owes  us  an  account  of  how  the  irreduciblyinstitutional concepts can have any content. Maybe the theorist could try and explain howsuch terms have their contents by adopting some sort of fictionalism about institutionalobjects.  Or,  perhaps,  the  theorist  could  liken  institutional  terminology  to  taking  an'institutional  stance'  (similar  to  Dennett’s  'intentional  stance')  to  a  social  practice.



8Another option would be to define the relevant concepts in terms of their functional role5.In any case, there is a large explanatory burden here that has not been discharged. Simplypassing the buck to other terms that raise the exact same issue is of no help. Our charge ofcircularity stands.
In summary, Butchard and D'Amico claim that some nodes in an institutional network canbe  grasped  independently  of  other  nodes.  Our  problem  with  this  is  that,  on  thedeflationary  reading,  which  they  support6,  and  to  the  degree  that  such  concepts  areirreducibly institutional, there is nothing to grasp. 
An alternative way to avoid this problem would be to adopt the strong reading. On thisview institutional facts have an ontological status over and above that of the relevantbrute objects and propositional attitudes. Note, however, that on such a reading our viewdoes constitute a genuine ontological reduction and, if feasible, is preferable on grounds ofparsimony.  Moreover  it  is  not  clear  that  such  the  strong  reading  would  really  helpresolving the semantic issue explained above. For I would have to grasp the nature ofmoney prior to representing it as existing, yet the term ‘money’ would only have meaningsubsequent to being so represented7. 
Both the strong reading and the deflationary reading result in deep difficulties concerningdefinitional circularity or infinite regress. Butchard and D'Amico's claim that we can graspsome nodes independently of others is a mere assertion, backed by no argument. This isone of the reasons why we jettison the idea of an irreducibly institutional terminology. 
3. Joint action and institutional reality
Butchard and D'Amico also object to our positive view. They base their argument on thenature of joint action. A 'joint action' is a matter of doing things together, i.e. taking awalk together, and so on. They believe that such actions cannot be understood if we do
5  Then, however, the exact same problem would recur once we try to characterize the relevant functions.6 They correctly point out that on such construal, Searle's view is itself reductive as institutional facts arereduced to brute objects and propositional attitudes (321).7 The same problem holds even if we only require that the experts in a linguistic community grasp therelevant concept.



9not endow the parties to the joint action with a joint intention. Furthermore, they believethat such joint intentions cannot be fully analyzed in terms of individual intentions (233 -324). They further believe, though they need not endorse for their argument, the view thatthis distinction between joint and individual intentions can be captured by a distinctionbetween intention of the form ‘we intend..’  and ‘I  intend…’ (322). They object to ourcharacterization of institutional reality in terms of actions and incentives by claiming thatour analysis cannot account for such joint intentions and joint actions.
We do not think that their argument succeeds. Nothing in our view commits us to anyspecific treatment of joint intentions, joint actions and so on. In fact, the charge relies on afundamental misunderstanding of our theoretical aims. A reminder of the dialectic thusfar:  Searle  claims  that,  first,  all  institutional  reality  is  created  in  virtue  of  collectiveintentionality and, second, that it can only be captured in irreducibly institutional terms.Our project has mostly been motivated by the latter claim and it is this claim that we takeourselves to have refuted. We also challenge the first claim. This, however, is not due toour views on the nature of collective intentionality.  We have,  throughout, pronouncedourselves agnostic (2011: 2 , 2014: 1817) as to the nature of collective intentionality andtake no stance on the relation between I-intentions and we-intentions. Our view, rather, isthat collective intentions are not constitutively required for institutions to exist. This wasdemonstrated by the 2011 paper in which we discussed the simple example of a trafficlight. We showed that at least one instance of one institutional fact can be accounted forwithout collective intentionality. Given the generality of Searle's claims, i.e. his claim thatall of institutional reality is created in virtue of collective intentionality, even one suchexample is sufficient to refute his view and show that collective intentionality is not anecessary ingredient of all institutional facts. 
We have also made the further claim that we do not see any reason to suppose that anyinstitutional fact necessarily involves collective intentionality. This claim has been madegood in an essentially inductive way by, when analyzing institutional facts like trafficlights, money, borders, property, promises and companies (2014), always doing so withoutendowing any of the hypothetical beings involved with such collective intentions. We seeno reason to doubt that this is possible; we view the issue of collective intentionality as



10orthogonal to the issue of institutional reality. Our motive in carrying out such analyses,however,  is  not  a  matter  of  antipathy to collective  intentionality as  such.  Rather  theproblem is that collective intentionality has often seemed to be the magic that is supposedto make Searle's irreducible institutional facts/concepts somehow less strange. We try toloosen  the  connection  between  collective  intentionality  and  irreducibly  institutionalfacts/concepts  in order to further discredit the latter, not to undermine the former.
The above is reflected in our positive view, which is that institutions can be characterizedin  terms  of  actions  and  incentives.  Our  positive  view  as  such  contains  no  positiveassertions about intentionality, whether collective or otherwise. Even if we are wrong inour view that all institutions can, in principle, arise in virtue of only individual intentions,our positive view would remain  entirely  unchanged. It would just turn out that some ofthe incentivization happens in terms of collective intentions. In fact, even if it turns outthat  all  institutions  require  collective  intentionality,  our  positive  view  would  surviveunscathed.
Butchard and D'Amico state that we 'reduce the collective action to lower-level intentionsthat… do not require we-intentions' (323). This, as explained above, is not the case as wenever try to reduce collective intentionality to anything else. Rather we try to show that,for  whichever  institution  is  under  discussion,  that  it  could have  come  into  existencewithout  'collective  action'  (in  their  'strict'  sense  that  definitionally  requires  collectiveintentionality) and hence the matter of collective intentionality is orthogonal to the natureof the institution under discussion.  
They go on to claim that our reduction does not work as we cannot account for collectiveaction.   To  prevent  confusion,  note  that  they  are  not  challenging  the  reduction  ofinstitutional concepts to concepts that are not irreducibly institutional. 'Walking together'is not an institutional object in the Searlean sense and so we have no reason to try andreduce it to anything else. Searle takes his theory to be about phenomena that fit his Xcounts as Y in C characterization, i.e. objects (rivers, gold pieces) that we then count asbeing  an  institutional  object  (borders,  money).  Walking  together  is  not  such  aninstitutional  object.  If  we intend to walk  and then do so together  we don't  count as



11walking together, rather we just are walking together. 
Their  objection,  rather,  is  against  the  attempt  to  reduce  collective  intentionality  toindividual intentionality. They claim that we are unable to do so and that this raises aproblem for our notion of incentivization. Of course, as explained above, we did not try toperform any such reduction. Does their argument, however, raise any difficulties for ourview? 
The argument is that collective action/intention creates duties and obligations, i.e. if weare walking together, then the very 'togetherness' of our walking provides an additionalreason to not quit walking. Such duties and obligations constitute reasons for action thatare not captured by our notion of incentivization; we 'specify “reasons for acting” toonarrowly' (326) for issues concerning collective behaviour to be addressed.
We do not agree. We have always stated that our notion of incentivization is as broad ascan be.

[O]ur talk of incentives reflects the fact that human action is motivated, i.e. based onreasons. These reasons come in many kinds; people may act for reasons that areselfish, altruistic, self-regarding or other-regarding, moral or prudential, and so on.When we say that someone is incentivized to perform an action we merely mean thatthere is, for that person, some reason for action, whatever this may be (2014: 1818-1819, italics added).
We  have,  furthermore,  also  been  very  clear  that,  on  our  view,  the  source  of  theinstitutional  fact  is  irrelevant  to  institutional  ontology  as  such.  Our  theory  concernsontology and facts about the sources of incentives do not play an individuating role.

[W]hile the above definitions require that people be somehow incentivized to performthe  relevant  actions,  the  source  and  nature  of  the  incentivization  are  notindividuating facts (2014: 1815). 



12We don't see how 'walking together' raises any difficulty here.  Stipulate that Butchardand D'Amico are correct in their construal of 'walking together' and that it provide areason for not discontinuing the walk that cannot be captured in any other way. Then wewould simply say that the participants to the walk are incentivized to continue walkingpartly  in  virtue  of  the  fact  that  they  are  walking  together. We  described  'beingincentivized to X' as meaning no more than 'having a reason to do X' (2014: 1818 - 1819).Typically we have formulated the incentives at play in creating institutional reality asbeing due to 'human agency or moral belief' (2014: 1824). This includes all incentivizationthat is not completely due to the nature of the intrinsic properties of the institutionalobject under discussion. The incentivization due to 'walking together' fits seamlessly underthe category of 'moral belief'. Any effect that 'walking together' has on actual behaviourcan only happen in virtue of the participants' belief, whether implicit or explicit, that 'oneshould not abandon an act of walking together unless there is an overriding reason to doso'. Such cases are just cases of incentivization via moral belief.
The same goes for their later claim that we fail to see that enforcement is not necessary forthe creation and existence of a boundary. Searle claims, and Butchard and D'Amico agree,that the joint intention that some lines of stones constitutes a boundary can suffice tomake it  a boundary. We do not deny any of  this.  A joint intention can, even in theabsence of any conceivable enforcement, give rise to the existence of a boundary.  But,again, this would simply be a case of incentivization by moral belief. The boundary willexist inasmuch as the relevant parties believe that 'this line should not be crossed'. Thiscould, in turn, be due to a more general belief that one should act in accord with publiclyexpressed joint intentions. Such a case would just be another instance of incentivization bymoral belief.
Institutions are fundamentally strengthened when people 'buy in' to the institution. Such'buying in' is, on our view, ultimately a matter of having some relevant moral belief to theeffect that the institution is morally virtuous or justified. Such cases are not an objectionto our theory, but an integral part of it.
To summarize: Butchard and D'Amico misconstrue our theory as an attempt to reduce



13collective  intentionality  to  individual  intentionality.  Rather  we  wish  to  reduce  ourinstitutional terminology to non-institutional terminology. This is our positive project; thenegative project implicit in it is the view that facts about the nature and source of theincentives that create and maintain institutions are not individuating facts. Such concerns,despite the general  impression due to Searle's  view,  are orthogonal to social  ontology.Their construal of collective behaviour does not threaten either our positive or negativeproject.
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